Four grappers head to Binghamton for NCAAs

Sheldon, 118-pound sophomore Sandy Russell, 125-pound sophomore Shawn Sheldon, and 142-pound sophomore Jerry Sheldon head to Binghamton this weekend to compete in the NCAA East Regional. The tournament will decide which Danes will advance to the nationals, which are to be held in St. Louis March 15-17.
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Sheldon, 118-pound sophomore Sandy Russell, 125-pound sophomore Shawn Sheldon, and 142-pound sophomore Jerry Sheldon head to Binghamton this weekend to compete in the NCAA East Regional. The tournament will decide which Danes will advance to the nationals, which are to be held in St. Louis March 15-17.

Four Danes will compete in the weekend's Regionals, which are held at Binghamton. The tournament lasted two weeks ago at the SUNYAC.

Danes seek ECAC bid after defeating Hamilton

By Marc Levine

The 10-2 Danes qualified two weeks ago at the SUNYACs to complete four of their five regionals.
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By Bob Hand

Students challenging the SUNY Board from the last election, King, and some others, are renewing their efforts to get the vote for students in next year's election. Several of such students, who met Saturday at Zin-Brenner Student Union on the Albany State campus, are demanding that the SUNY Board immediately pass a resolution to require that the vote be allowed. The students believed that the SUNY Board should have already made this decision, but that the Board has repeatedly refused to do so.

By Johanna Clancy

By the end of this month, state revenue is expected to decline by about $2 billion from that of the previous month, according to economist Thomas Steiger. The state's budget surplus, which was $15 billion in January, is now expected to be $10 billion, according to Steiger. This is a significant reduction in state revenue, and it is expected to continue throughout the year.

By Stan Elmer

The state's financial plan is now in jeopardy, according to state economist David Stern. Stern said that the state's revenue is expected to decline by about $2 billion from that of the previous month, and that the state's budget surplus, which was $15 billion in January, is now expected to be $10 billion. This is a significant reduction in state revenue, and it is expected to continue throughout the year.
SUNYA social frats promote leadership, unity

By Jennifer D. Hunton

The SUNYA social fraternities are a group of clubs that provide opportunities for SUNYA students to engage in leadership and service activities. These clubs are open to any student who is interested in joining. The SUNYA social fraternities offer a variety of programs, including educational and social events, that help students develop leadership skills. The SUNYA social fraternities also promote community service and encourage students to give back to their communities.

Russian students settle in after semester delay

By Lisa Strain

The SUNYA social fraternities, also known as Greek organizations, play an important role on SUNYA's campus. They provide students with opportunities for leadership and service, and they help to promote unity and community. The SUNYA social fraternities also offer a variety of programs, including educational and social events, that help students develop leadership skills. The SUNYA social fraternities also promote community service and encourage students to give back to their communities.

Revisions prompt Schaffer to recognize group

By Alleen Brown

The SUNYA social fraternities, also known as Greek organizations, play an important role on SUNYA's campus. They provide students with opportunities for leadership and service, and they help to promote unity and community. The SUNYA social fraternities also offer a variety of programs, including educational and social events, that help students develop leadership skills. The SUNYA social fraternities also promote community service and encourage students to give back to their communities.

Two SUNYA students considered for slots as delegates at '84 Democratic convention

By Alleen Brown

The SUNYA social fraternities, also known as Greek organizations, play an important role on SUNYA's campus. They provide students with opportunities for leadership and service, and they help to promote unity and community. The SUNYA social fraternities also offer a variety of programs, including educational and social events, that help students develop leadership skills. The SUNYA social fraternities also promote community service and encourage students to give back to their communities.

University Theatre Presents Anton Chekhov's "Candida"

The Three Sisters

Thursday through Saturday, March 1-3; Tuesday through Saturday, March 6-10 at 8 p.m.

The Lab Theatre, University Performing Arts Center

Tickets: $5 General; $3.50 students/seniors; $3 faculty; SUNYA students

w/tax cards

Reservations: 457-8606

Coming in April:

THE MOUSSEATRAP

by Agatha Christie
Computer-aided lab funded by $4,400 grant

By Barbara Barioto

A computer-aided lab funded by a $4,400 faculty grant is a reality for Experimental Psychology and Experimental Psychology I students. Howard DeSole and Stephen Hirtle will be working on the project, entitled "A Research Laboratory for Undergraduate Education in Psychology." The grant was awarded to the University and it will run smoothly without the help of the Affirmative Action Office. Gloria DeSole, noted DeSole. When advances occur in the lab, women often experience sexual harassment or inappropriate actions may be taken. Women can be told to keep a log of what is going on. Women can be more convinced of the need to enrich international and national bodies. The maxum amount that could be awarded to a single facultry member was $2,500, according to Kallman. The grant will be used for undergraduate education, thereby benefitting University and Rensselaer.
Inventions office helps faculty profit from ideas

By Robert Gardiner

Professor of Biology David Shub explained that while doing research in his lab in the Life Sciences Center, he came across a molecule that may have discovered a new way to diagnose certain diseases.

Shub said that when DNA from different known viruses are inserted into a T4 virus, they can be used as a diagnostic tool. He added that this discovery was an accident, but it has led to new possibilities for medical research.

While doing genetics research, Shub discovered that DNA from various organisms could be used to diagnose diseases. He explained that this process is still in the early stages, but it has the potential to revolutionize medical research.

Shub said that the discovery is not unique to SUNY Albany, as similar research is being conducted at other universities. However, he emphasized that SUNY Albany is one of the few institutions that have a system in place to ensure that inventions made by its faculty members are protected.

Shub explained that the SUNY Office of Intellectual Propertyshakes the process of combining DNA from different organisms into a T4 virus. This process is complicated, but it has the potential to lead to new discoveries in the field of medical research.

Shub added that the discovery is not just limited to SUNY Albany, as it has the potential to be used by researchers around the world. He said that the process of protecting inventions at SUNY Albany is one of the best in the country, and he hopes that other universities will follow suit.
Cosby Plays Proctor's

Ian Spelling

We've had a few restless nights at the box office. We've not been able to sleep, but don't feel too bad. We've been able to see the movie in our own living room. The movie is about a family that lives in the 1920s. The family is made up of a father, mother, and three children. The father is a musician, and the mother is a homemaker. The children are a boy and a girl. The boy is a talented musician, and the girl is good at dancing. They are very happy and love each other.

The story is about the family's journey through the 1920s. They travel all over the country, and meet many interesting people. The family encounters many challenges, but they always manage to overcome them. The movie is very touching, and I think it will leave a lasting impression on everyone who sees it.

The acting is excellent, and the photography is beautiful. The music is wonderful, and the soundtrack is very good. I highly recommend this movie to everyone. It is a must-see for all ages.

The Sole Music Alternative

Perspectives

Dianne Pine

I came across a new album by the band, The Sole Music Alternative. I was immediately impressed by their unique sound and vibrant style. The album is a great blend of rock and roll, with a touch of psychedelic influence.

The band members are all talented musicians, and their chemistry is evident in every song. The lead vocalist, Ed Marussich, has a powerful and distinctive voice, and his lyrics are both thought-provoking and inspiring. The guitarist, Ed Marussich, has a great ear for melody, and his playing is both技术 impressive and creative. The rhythm section, composed of Joel Brown on bass and Brian Johnson on drums, provides a solid foundation for the band's sound.

Overall, I would highly recommend this album to anyone who appreciates good music. It's a great addition to any collection, and I look forward to hearing more from The Sole Music Alternative in the future.
EDITORIAL
Fighting the hike?

Let not the ASP's official edict freeze the historic "fight the hike!" crusade. This current battle is as vital to the health of our community as every other battling process. The suffering of the people engaged in the battle today is far more serious than any other local suffering, and therefore must receive the utmost support of the community.

Black History Month part II

Meet the press

Paciﬁc University President John Jackson is the head of a black ad agency who recently came to NYU. Jackson appeared before the Student Government Assembly yesterday to discuss the school's proposed increases in student fees. Jackson ﬁrst spoke to the student body, explaining that the increase in student fees is necessary for the university to remain competitive.

Letters

Educatate

To The Editor:

The ASP should publish a column where college administrators can express their views and ideas. This column should be a place where administrators can share their experiences and insights with the students.

First hand view

This is the editorial view of the ASP on the proposed tuition hikes.

No dichotomy

To The Editor:

We have decided to use the term "No Dichotomy" as a slogan for our college.

No conﬁdence

To The Editor:

As a member of the faculty, I am concerned about the recent cuts in funding for our academic programs.

COLUMN

Black History Month part II
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Gerry Rolley

The purpose of this editorial is to discuss the importance of Black History Month and its impact on the African-American community.
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Delegates

Albany's first quadrennial convention of the SUNYA Student Association was held last week at Union University. "It's a good political practice for students to campaign, since they're not in the state yet," said Albert Salkin, SUNYA President. Albany had already won the delegate contest, but the delegates needed to be votes. Each campus had a standing-room-only crowd. "I was pleased with the choice of students," said Salkin. "They have a sense of seriousness and purpose," he said. "It's a good way to start." The delegates were outnumbered 2 to 1 in the state. Albany is represented by 20 students, Union by 30, and SUNY by 50.

UPSET BY A BREAK UP?

YOU'RE NOT ALONE.

We're starting a support group for people going through the break up of a relationship...

A place where people can express their feelings and help themselves through the hard times...

A place for letting go and moving on...

We will meet TUESDAY at 7:45 pm

Call 467-7600 for information and sign-up.

Sponsored by Middle Earth Crisis and Counseling Center.

SA FUNDED
By Popular Demand:
BLACOCAFE
Moonstruck Cafe

Open
7 NIGHTS a week for
DINNER
"EAT IN OR TAKEOUT!"

Lunches—Wed, thru Fri.
465 Madison Ave.
between Lark St. & the Park
436-1855

Trivia Question:
Who plays Mama's Family?
(Dorothy Lyman Coming March 7th) SA Funded

Have the luck of the Irish. Instantly.

Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.
Smooth and nutty, it blends coffee with the flavor of Irish cream for a taste that will bring out the Irish in everyone.

Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.

Have the luck of the Irish. Instantly.

Introducing Cafe Irish Creme.

General Foods Corporation
1084 General Foods Center
Los Angeles, CA 90048

FEB., 29
7:30 pm SS 133
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Celebrate World Week at THE

International Specials will be offered this Friday

A New Fun Food Restaurant
Located on 2nd Floor of the Campus Center
Hours are 5:00-8:30pm

CAMPUS CENTER DINNER OPTION MEAL
CARDS HONORED!

FOR INFORMATION CALL: 457-4833

The SUNY FOOD CO OP announces a full stock of our well loved carob, yogurt and nut mixes. The co op now caters to both on and off campus students.

For those living on campus we now carry:
pop tarts
cambells soups
salad dressings
tuna
peanut butter and jelly mayo

For you off campus people we have a range of Chinese ingredients:
exotic oils
flours and grains
tenpob

new natural burger mixes and cookbooks to inspire your palette.

SA FUNDED

University Cinemas Announces these Changes to their Semester Schedule:

1) 'An Officer and a Gentleman' moves to LC 18 on March 2 & 3
2) 'Stripes' moves to LC 18 on April 27 & 28
3) There will be no movies on the weekend of the 12, 13, and 14

Thank You for your patronage!

SA FUNDED

Great Dane Sports this week:

Great Dane Sports

The SUNYA IRISH CLUB will be holding its 3rd annual pre-St. Patrick's Day Party in the Campus Center Ballroom Friday night March 2 from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Tickets are $3 with a tax card and will be on sale in the Campus Center Lobby this week.

SA Funded

'Frisco Kid'
★ Starring ★
Gene Wilder

Thursday MARCH 1
2 Shows
7:30pm & 10pm

$1-Hillel Members
$1.50 w/TaxCard
$2.00 w/o

Sponsored by JSC-Hillel

CLASS of 1984 MEETING
Sunday March 4
5pm PHY 129
Help make memories!
**Sub-par trackmen take third at RPI Invitational**

By Mike Turkady

It just couldn't be any other way. Albany didn't have a shot at winning the meet. The RPI Invitational was just too good. The Danes sat at third place, 30 points behind RPI, and didn't have a chance to change that.

But there were several bright spots for the Danes on Saturday. McKenna's 13th best performance was a good sign of things to come. And the strong field of Albany pole vaulters, Hadac and Squazzo, both qualified for States. "It's hard to say who would have won it, but we would have been in the mix," said Danes head coach, Dan D'Amico.

**Captain Peg Squazzo finds formula for success**

By Paddy Bicknell

She's the first woman to play that long for the Danes. She's the first woman to make the All-Region team. And she's the first woman to become the head coach of the Danes. But Peg Squazzo is more than just a record holder. She's a hard worker who gives 100 percent, always volunteers to help someone else, and is a role model for everyone.

Squazzo could often be found on the sidelines cheering, helping, and giving encouragement. Her ability to contribute to team spirit was evident. "I'm very happy that I'm able to do that," said Squazzo.

But despite her success, Squazzo is not one to rest on her laurels. She's determined to keep improving and pushing for success. "I'm looking forward to next year," she said.

For more on Squazzo, read the full article in this week's issue of The RAPS.
Women’s indoor track team take 14th at States

By Jon Green

Participating in the first indoor State meet ever, the UAlbany track team was pleased with their performance and 14th place finish, which was a significant improvement from last year’s 22nd place finish. The team recorded several personal bests and additions to the overall team total.

After a very successful season, a team can present its best performance in the most intense battles any sport here at Albany. Sheldon freshman, J. M. Schamka, had a personal best in the 300-meter run

Women swimmers take third at SUNYACs

By Michael Shelock

The UAlbany women’s track team was pleased with their performance at the States, but everyone who swam had a personal best. Several team members are ready to perform exceptionally well next week at the Easterns, where they will once again be among the best. The team achieved a significant improvement in points compared to last year’s placement.

Sheldon earns All-American honors at NCAAs

By Laura Staff

Sheldon freshman, J. M. Schamka, had a personal best in the 300-meter run. With the last meet of the regular season, Sheldon's momentum was temporarily stunted. The rivalry between Albany and Union, Oliver was unstoppable. He scored 16 points and was eliminated from the tournament by Kevin Drelles of Minnesota-Morris.

International Film Group presents Henrik Fonda in THE GRAPES OF WRATH

This week, International Film Group is presenting Henrik Fonda in the classic film "The Grapes of Wrath." It is a powerful drama that explores the struggles of a family on the brink of losing everything. Fonda delivers a memorable performance as the patriarch of the Joad family, and the film remains a timeless masterpiece.

Albany, New York - It's the last weekend in February, and with spring on the horizon, the Albany Student Press presents the annual Sports Awards.

J V Danes edge rival Union in clincher, 51-49

By Matt Freeman

The University of Vermont men's basketball team edged rival Union College 51-49 on Saturday, February 25, in a crucial game for both teams' championship hopes. The Danes maintained their lead throughout the game, never allowing the Dutchmen to catch up. Despite Union's efforts, they could not overcome the Danes' superior performance.

Kevin Deissen of Minnesota-Morris was Sheldon's next sacrifice. Up 9-2, the Danes freshman pinned his man with six seconds left in the second period. Sheldon's surge into the top five was halted by the Dutchmen's 57-50 victory.

Kevin Deissen of Minnesota-Morris was Sheldon's next sacrifice. Up 9-2, the Danes freshman pinned his man with six seconds left in the second period. Sheldon's surge into the top five was halted by the Dutchmen's 57-50 victory.
Averill is NCAA Champion

Dane wrestler injured in finals; wins match by disqualification

By Mark Shultis

Dane

Brockton

February 14 1984

Gavin Averill, 126-pound champion of the NCAA Wrestling Rules Book.

Averill became the first wrestler in 17 years to win the NCAA 126-pound championship in the Division I wrestling meet, March 8, even though he was uninjured. In his first match against Cassens, Averill was 9-4 with a 9-6 decision over Wyoming on the first day of the tournament.

The NCAA tournament, which concludes this weekend, saw Averill win his three matches with a 3-2 decision over Wyoming on the first day of the tournament.

Averill had no trouble with Wyoming, even though he was injured, but was concerned that his injury might affect his ability to compete. He was able to recover in time for the match and win 3-2, boosting his record to 9-6.

According to Averill's coach Joe DeMeo, who spoke to the press afterward, Averill was able to win the match after receiving treatment from the medical staff. DeMeo said, "We talked to the medical staff and they said it was okay for him to compete."

Averill's injury was a result of a fall during practice, which caused a sprain in his ankle. He was able to compete in the tournament, however, and won his matches in the NCAA tournament.

The match against Wyoming was Averill's first since the injury. He was able to win 3-2, which boosted his record to 9-6, and helped him to win the NCAA championship.

The NCAA tournament will conclude this weekend, with Averill expected to win the title. He has a record of 9-6 and is the first wrestler in 17 years to win the championship.

This is an area which has traditionally been neglected by the state.

By Donald Whitehead
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